
A= UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

40kW#j. REGION I
475 Allendale Road

King of Prussia, PA 19406

MEMORANDUM TO: John Jolicoeur, Deputy Director
Division of Policy and Rulemaking
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: Darrell J. Roberts, Director
Division of Reactor Projects

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
SEABROOK STATION ALKALI-SILICA REACTION

Region I requests technical assistance from the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) to
evaluate the consequence of alkali-silica reaction (ASR) degradation of safety related concrete
structures at Seabrook Station, and to evaluate the impact of the degradation on the current
licensing and design basis.

Background

NextEra analyzed concrete core samples from the interior surface of exterior walls of the
Control Building as part of their assessment to support renewal of their license. In August 2010
tests, undertaken as a part of the core sample analysis, reported a change in material
properties. The analysis reported the presence of alkali-silica-reaction (ASR) in core samples
taken from chronically wet walls below grade, with apparent reductions reported in the concrete
compressive strength and modulus of elasticity. NextEra evaluated these parametric reductions
to determine the impact on the design basis of the Control Building. The licensee performed an
operability determination and concluded the Control Building was within the limits of the design
basis although with reduced margins. NextEra continues to evaluate the extent of this
condition.

NextEra's planned actions follow the guidance in NEI 95-10 "Industry Guideline for
Implementing the Requirements of 10 CFR Part 54 - The License Renewal Rule" to develop an
aging management program to support the license renewal application. Their proposal is
described in their letter of April 14, 2011, in response to an NRC request for additional
information B.2.1.31-1(ML11008A131). The proposal includes another (termed "final" by
NextEra) analysis of the impact of ASR on the current licensing and design basis, including the
extent of the condition, to be completed during June 2011.
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With respect to Part 50 reguirements, Reaion I reviewed the NextEra current Structures
Monitorina Proaram and found a violation of the maintenance rule for the control building. The
findina is described in detail in NRC lnpsction Report 05000443/2011002 (mll1 1330689). More
details related to the newly discovered ASR issue is also documented in NRC Insoection Report
No. 05000443/2011007 (mll 11360432) as a Dart of the license renewal insoection report. The
cover letter for this later report notes that the aaina manaaement review for the ASR issue is not
complete and that there is a need for a continuina review in the Part 50 and 54 areas. The
staffs of Reaion I and NRR (Division of Enaineernn and License Renewal) have been working
closely toaether to ensure the aaencv reviews this matter in unison.

Juno 2011. in a F.Wrew' of the finsl analysi•, Region I needs fequests-the assistance of NRR in
reviewing various NeXEra documentsievaluations to be issued from now until March 2012
(tentative) as noted in the licensee's position section below.

Licensee Position

NextEra has conducted a number of evaluations of ASR affected structures. Their actions are
centered around taking core samples of the concrete and conducting various tests for
compressive strenath and modulus of elasticity on those unconfined samples. The primary
actions to date or olanned are:

1. Iiaeimafy-Prompt Operability Determination for the Control Building (AR 581434
available by "certrec" website) based on compressive strength and modulus of
elasticity testing. Petrographic examination was also conducted confirming the presence
of ASR in the core samples.

2. Design Change No. EC-272057, Concrete Modulus of Elasticity for the Control Building
Electrical Tunnel and the Containment Enclosure Building (available by certrex website),
referring to AR Nos. 581434 and AR 1644074 which accepts the reduction in the
modulus of elasticity in light of concrete core testing using a 10 CFR 50.59 screening
process.

- ------ Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5", Space After: 0
3. Additional core samolina on five other buildinas with less severe evidence of ASR -tpt, No bullets or numbering, Adjust spacebetween Latin and Asian text, Adjust space

Operability Determination will be available on or about June 30, 2011. between Asian text and numbers

- .------- Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5", Space After: 0

2-4. Ernineerina Evaluation scheduled for March 2012 which completes the aging pt, No bullets or numbering, Adjust space
between Latin and Asian text, Adjust space

manaaement review and it is anticioated that it will not only address the Oroposed aoing between Asian text and numbers
manaaement proaram for license renewal but also orovide recommended chanaes in the
current Structures Monitorinr Proaram for all Maintenance Rule in-scooe building
affected by ASR.

Within the limitations of their testing, NextEra's testing to date has not resulted in seismic
cateaory I structures being outside their desian basis (control building and containment
enclosure building).
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Reaion I Preliminary Insoector Views/Observations

Based on staff interactions to date related to this issue a number of auestions have arisen:-..--, Formatted: Underline
Formatted: Underline

1. Because the original design basis assumes no ASR is present during the design life of the
structure, it is not clear how ASR affects the original design assumptions or calculational
metods, such as the relationship between compressive strength and modulus of elasticity
to shear capacitv and shear force used in the seismic analysis. For example the assumed
relationship between compressive strength and tensile strength may not be valid with ASR
present. We aaree with headauarter staff who have raised a auestions in this area. What
remains unknown is how much of an effect does the ASR have on this validity (some
research may be needed).

2. A preliminary analysis by NextEra focuses on the effect of ASR on the foundation's
response to design loads. It is not clear this approach, in the final analysis, would be
adequate. Should kRegiea4 insist the final analysis include the response of the whole
building with ASR present in the foundation?

3. What is the extent, duration, and timing of actions that NextEra should take to address the
problem of immediate operability, and maintenance of the design basis response? In other
words, how Iona do we wait and under what criteria do we have for research to be
developed in order to address key auestions related to operability and compliance with the
current licensing and design basis.

4. It should be noted that no tensile strength testing is being performed on the concrete core
samples an4 itisas-an issue raised by headquarters staff. With respect to the question of
tensile strength reduction in concrete, the inspector's view is that it is not relevant in a
constrained structure after the ASR pressure load is transferred to the rebar. Using the
ASTM standard proposed by NRR, the tensile values reported can vary from the real values
by up to ±40% and, as one researcher said, ".. w, can hardly be assumed to be a material
property."'1 Prior to transfer, the pressure contribution appears to be is-minimal_.-on the
order of less than 5% of the rebar yield based on oreliminary research of literature).

5. A core sample with ASR does not represent the forces contained in the structure because
for this test, in particular, rebound is not considered and frictional influences in the test itself
are not accommodated. As a matter of fact the frictional losses are exacerbated by the
standard laboratory practice of placing plywood on opposing faces of the tensile specimen Formattld: Plain Text, Space After: 0 pt,
to stop it from rolling off the test stand thus restraining axial expansion of the sample. J Numbered + Level: 1 + Numbering Style: 1, 2,

3, _ + Start at: 1 + Alignment: Left + Aligned
6. at: 0" + Indent at: 0.25", Adjust space

6. Preliminarily the desian chanae had a 50.59 review which screened out. In liaht of the -" between Latin and Asian text, Adjust space
newly discovered issue, one would think that as a minimum, an evaluation would have been between Asian text and numbers

conducted in order to determine if there is an unreviewed safety question. ... Formatted: Plain Text, Space After: 0 pt, No
÷-" Ibullets or numbering, Adjust space between

.1 .Re.ew of th~e. s~.piing..tes standards froma fracture. m nicoint of , •C. Rog•.G V. Guinea ~pnaand . M..._ Latin and Asian text, Adjust space betweenF.! 1l.a•-. ---a-A&•e-n-enie -n-v.tsidad-Nac--n-a-de-Ia PlatLa-PlateArentnaaDepa mento de-Ciencia de Matedales Asian text and numbers

Universidad Polit6cnica de Madrid, Madrid, Spain, 5 September 2000 "---,'-"- Formatted: Font: 8 pt
L,.,,.,,,..,.,. • , ,.,,,. ... ,. . .. " • ;-"^'--^ • "^-' "-' '--" ~ inn ^,,.-;,"^o^n-',,,,. : Font:l 8 Fo M: 8 op. unNdund liin

hiei-Ar.a's tecting to date hag not rou tedinesrmic category astOructuo -being outside theit omte:Fn:8PN nein
design basia (GOntrOl building anAd GOnAtainMAet WWlcuebIldn) Formatted: Font: 8 pt

Formatted: Font: 8 pt, No underline
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Requested Actions

In liaht of the auestions above, Region I needs the assistance of NRR/DE in conjunction with
the Division of License Renewal and as apolicable the Office of Research in order to evaluate
the below listed IWWirg-areas for the above noted NextEra operability determination and
desian chanres or other evaluations that may suocort these reviews such as detailed
calculations or computer code work. For each of the area. our reaulatory basis should be
clearly identified:

1. Adequacy of concrete core sampling (locations, numbers, frequency of samolina in the
future, etc).

2. Completeness of the laboratory testing of core samplinge including aworoonate
parameters obtained alona with laboratory test conditions for now and in the future.

3. Need for and cGompleteness of any insitu the-testing of building conditions eer-ewtple
including appropriate parameters obtained alona with test conditions for now and in the
future. As an example, where and how much rebar should be exlosed in order to
assess the effect on rebar from the ASR issue.

4. Assess the effect of the alkali-silica reaction degradation on the current and future ability

of safety structures to respond to design basis loads including seismic response.

5. Adequacy of an analysis of the foundations alone vs. the response of the whole structure
when the foundation is degraded.

----------------------- ---------Formatte: Indent: Left: 0.5", Spame After: 0
5-6. From the analysis done above, review the adeauacv of the structures monitorina Pt, No bullets or numbering, Adjust space

between Latin and Asian text, Adjust space
vroaram for necessary chanaes in light of the ASR issue. between Asian text and numbers

6. Ad.quay of the No•,.-. a initial prompt. operabilt.y deWte•rminAtn of thA co.trol .-...... Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5", No bullets or
bu g Inumbering

7-. Ad.quaey of the N..•,-. final operFability dete.i.mnatien "ompleted duO9ng Juno 2014. 1 ------ Formatted: Normal, Indent: Left: 0.25", No
Ibullets or numbering

In the longer term on or about March 2012, Region I needs the same assistance as noted above
when NextEra completes and Engineering Evaluation which should comolete the aging
manaeement review for license renewal but more imoortantly. recommendations are anticipated
with respect to chanoes to the existina structures monitorina oro-ram to meet the maintenance
rule up to the license expiration date.to be c"mpleted during March 20..4 We request NRR
review for adeauacv of the additional monitorina and mitigation strategies orooosed by NextEra
in light of the newly discovered ASR issue.

Coordination
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This request was discussed between Richard Conte (RI/DRS/EB1) and Meena Khanna
(NRR/DE/EMCB) during a various conference calls on the subject of ASR at Seabrook. The
TIA was accepted with an agreed upon response date within 90 days after receipt of the
NextEra Engineering Evaluation completed during March 2012.

References

http://Dortal.nrc.,ov/edo/d/EB1/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AIItems.aspx

Docket No. 50-443

ML1 11610530

SUNSI Review _ Complete
DOCUMENT NAME: G:\DRS\Engineering Branch 1i\- MModes\TIA Seabrook ASR Draft 2.docx

Publicly Available Non-Publicly Available Sensitive Non-Sensitive

To receive a vovp of tNo s nt, indicate in the conc;urrwce box 'C' = Copy Wthout attach/end E Copy with attach/end N = No cm

OFFICE RI I DRS RI I DRS RI DRP RI DRS RI DRP
NAME MModes RConte ABurritt PWilson DRoberts
DATE 06/ /11 0 /11 06/ /11 106/ /11 06/ /11

/0AU 4LXVRV011



Dionne, Bruce

To: Noggle, James (James.Noggle@nrc.gov); Furia, Joseph (Joseph.Furia@nrc.gov); Nimitz,
Ronald (Ronald.Nimitz@nrc.gov); Rolph, Ronald (Ronald.ROlph@nrc.gov); Moslak, Thomas
(Thomas.Moslak@nrc.gov)

Cc: Henderson, Pamela (Pamela.Henderson@nrc.gov); Bickett, Carey; Powell, Raymond
Subject: DRAFT R I HP Inspection Report Template and Verification of Sample Details from IP

71124.01 through .08
Attachments: R I Integrated Inspection Report HP Template DRAFT.docx; R I HP Inspection Report

Template vs IP 71124.01 to 08 IN or OUT.pdf

Hi Guys and Gals,

As requested by Pam before she left for HQ, I have drafted a R I Integrated Inspection
Report: HP Template (see attached).

This draft HP template is a hybrid between R II and R IV HP Inspection Report Templates. In

addition, the following design features were incorporated into the RI HP Template.

1. Inspection report requirements from IMC 0612 section 14.06 a.1 Inspection Scope:
a. Specify how inspection was conducted (walkdowns, document review,

discussion w personnel...)
b. Specify what was inspected (R II HP Templates had detailed sample descriptions

from IP 71124.01 through .08)

c. Identify inspection obiectives and criteria used to judge Licensee compliance (R
IV HP Template had objectives and some compliance criteria)

d. Include inspection dates when the inspection was performed (provided in the

first section .1 of each inspection module)

2. Inspection report requirements from IMC 0612 section a.2 Findings:

a. If no findings specify "No findings were identified."

b. If a Violation or Finding was identified document per section 06.01 through

06.04 in the "Four Part Format." NOTE: Not done in R I HP Template.

3. HP Inspection reports must be easily auditable and near "bullet proof" when audited

by IG, DRP Project Engineers, Licensee's NOS Auditors, RP and Chemistry Staff,
Environmental Lawyers, State Nuclear/Environmental Engineers and Joe Public.

4. Style and content must be consistent amounts various HP Inspectors in PSB-2.

5. Easy for the DRS Admin Assistant to type and for the NRC Admin Assistant to insert

into the Quarterly Integrated Inspection Report.

I have spent the last three days comparing the attached HP Template to the detailed sample
descriptions in IP 71124.01 through .08. The attached pdf named R I HP Inspection Report



v-s P 71124.01 through .08 IN or OUT.pdf contains margin notes indicating if the
corresponding sample is 'IN' or "OUT" of the HP inspection report template. About 95% to
100 % of the detailed samples were covered by the R II HP Inspection Report Template which
was used for R I. R II did a great job of capturing each and every sample as you will see from
the attached.

I need each HP Inspectors in PSB-2 to help review one module. Please review the HP
inspection report write-up for the IP listed below and compare it against your best version

of a corresponding HP inspection report. Please add some good improvements. Be careful
adding stuff, though. You do not want to alter the description of the sample from the IP
unless it is unclear or incorrect. Remember design criteria 3 ... must be easily auditable and
near bullet proof.

.01 Rad Hazard Assessment - Bruce Dionne
.02 ALARA - Bruce Dionne

.03 Airborne Radioactive Material - Tom Moslak
.04 Dose Assessment - Ron Nimitz

.05 Rad Mont Instruments - Ron Rolph

.06 Rad Effluent Mont & Treatment -Jim Noggle
.07 REMP - Bruce Dionne

.08 Radwaste Storage & Transport - Joe Furia

Enjoy

Thanks,

S&UCeJ. VDUMnvw, CuP

Senior Health Physicist
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I - Division of Reactor Safety
475 Allendale Rd.
King of Prussia, PA 19406-1415

Telephone (610) 337-5109
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